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                                  Chapter One 
 

 

 

 

 

Sydney, November 1962. 

 

He accelerated into the overflowing gutter and with either luck or 

skill regained control of the car a breath from a telegraph pole. In 

answer to her anger he set the power of the engine against the 

brakes, filling the car with the acrid stink that for her would 

always carry the memory of that night. Apparently satisfied with 

his achievements and with one hand on the horn, he ploughed into 

a vast sheet of water as a child on a dare might race his bicycle 

through a puddle.  

“Geoffrey – stop or you’ll kill us both,” she screamed above 

the noise. There was no response.  

She braced herself for more of the same even as panic 

threatened to overwhelm her and the constant wash of spray 

blurred her vision. Outside the confines of the car, the night 

conspired against her, because although the downpour had finally 

stopped, a multitude of reflections on the tarmac danced past as if 

intent on obstruction. A glance at his profile did nothing to 

explain the sudden distortion of personality. His face did not 

show pleasure in driving at speed, it instead expressed something 

she could not identify, something that made her shiver with 

foreboding. 
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If she started a conversation it could either take his mind off 

this sudden need for recklessness or divert his attention from the 

road. For a few seconds she hesitated, terrified she might 

antagonise him, fearful of what might come next.  “Thanks – 

thanks for the lift, Geoff. It’s no fun catching the bus on a night 

like this.” When he said nothing she turned away and at last 

caught sight of a familiar landmark. “Oh Geoff – we’ve missed 

my street. You can turn at the next corner – it’s a wonder we can 

see anything tonight.” 

She touched his arm. Almost as a reflex action, his hand left 

the wheel and slammed her head against the doorframe. In a haze 

of pain and with blood trickling down her cheek, she instinctively 

reached for the door handle, but his fingers, cruelly bruising, put 

an end to immediate thoughts of escape. 

He looked straight ahead, his voice rising with every word. 

“Too good for me are you, Miss Katherine McLaren? We’ll see 

about that – I’ll make sure you never forget a single thing about 

me.” Even as her body trembled with shock and sobs rose in her 

throat she kept her voice as level as possible. “Is that why you did 

this? You know full well I’d never say anything like that. My 

head’s bleeding. Let me out, Geoffrey – I’ll walk.” 

He dismissed her words and the blare of horns in his wake 

with a laugh, swerved across the highway, sideswiped two parked 

cars as if the road had become a track for fairground dodgems and 

blithely continued his race through the suburbs. Her pleadings 

made no difference. Alert for what might come next, she could 

only listen for the sound of a police siren and hope his rage would 

burn itself out. Her spirits rose when he slowed near a phone box, 

but its nearness became a taunt, a pause filled with a stream of 

insults before he took off in a scatter of accumulated gravel.  

Eventually he stopped at a park where a single light struggled 

to illuminate a patch of grass, the only witnesses a row of 

warehouses which loomed blankly on the other side of the road. 

Before she could open the door he gripped her wrist and without a 

word, wrenched her arm backwards. She blotted out the pain, 
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slipped off her shoes, ducked her head and bit him close to the 

elbow. His howl ringing in her ears, she kicked open the door and 

ran. 

Less than a minute later he brought her down in the mud 

behind a clump of bushes. He panted with rage, deaf to her 

screams. He twisted her hair around his hand, dragged her to her 

feet. He slammed his fist into her body again and again. She 

gulped in what air she could and fought back, but whenever she 

attempted to knee him in the groin he pushed away her leg as 

easily as the obscenities poured from his mouth. The words 

angered her almost as much as the violence and with the last of 

her strength, managed to drag her fingernails down his face. He 

threw her into the mud and even though she feigned 

unconsciousness, viciously kicked at her face and as she knew he 

would, ripped off her skirt.  

Abruptly, inexplicably, he abandoned the assault and within a 

minute the squeal of his tyres had faded into silence. Cradled in a 

pile of muddy leaves, she slowly became aware of something 

close by, something that snuffled and whined and brought 

comfort. 

  

The DC3 slowly rose above the expanse of red-tiled suburbs and 

out over Botany Bay. Kate hoped she had left behind the pain of 

her encounter and at least part of the shell she had instinctively 

built around herself. This first experience of flight did not equal 

the soaring freedom of dreams and she missed the atmosphere of 

the train journey, but after all, the destination remained the same. 

The unanticipated nearness of that place together with the 

knowledge she would see Rob Sumner, pushed the rawness 

further away. In the next seat Isabel’s honey coloured curls swung 

exuberantly. “Katie-Kate I love all this – I love flying,” she 

announced above the noise of the aircraft, bringing a smile to the 

face of the man across the aisle. 

Kate laughed. At eighteen and two years her junior, Isabel 

infected everyone with her vitality and enthusiasm, qualities her 
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sister felt sure had helped gain a place at the National Institute of 

Dramatic Art. With a talent that had attracted notice from the first 

day, their parents’ reservations had quickly dissolved – after all, 

they said, she had played to an audience ever since she began to 

talk.  

Isabel leaned closer to her sister. “You’ll enjoy Baroonya, 

Sis. I’m sure you’ll feel better once we’re there.” 

Kate smiled reassuringly. “Of course I will, Ibbie.” Despite 

her decision to leave them where they belonged – in the mud of a 

park in Sydney – she knew the anger and hurt could bubble to the 

surface when she least expected.  

The turbulence behind them, the aircraft droned on towards 

their eventual destination in western New South Wales. Without 

the waves of queasiness, Kate allowed herself to relax and let 

Baroonya fill her thoughts.  

Their father, Tom McLaren, had met Gordon and Nan 

Cameron eighteen years earlier, when as owners of the sheep 

station some miles from the town of Brundara, they rushed a 

station hand to the local hospital. In a delicate operation normally 

the province of a more experienced surgeon, Tom, then a locum 

for a seriously ill GP, saved the man’s crushed foot and probably 

his livelihood. The young doctor’s skill and dedication impressed 

the couple and they invited him to the property when he could get 

away from the demands of medicine. The result was a friendship 

which often saw the McLarens on Baroonya and the Camerons in 

Sydney two or three times a year. The older couple, with no 

children of their own, claimed the girls as nieces. 

The sisters marvelled at the perspective from the air. It 

brought to life maps they had studied and reproduced at school, 

often less than enthusiastically. A river with its fringe of green 

winding through the landscape like a Dreamtime snake fascinated 

them, but not a moment too soon for Kate, the aircraft landed at 

Cootamundra where she could breathe in the country air, her feet 

on the earth. 
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Isabel quietly drew her attention to a man in a wheelchair on 

his way across the tarmac. Two airline employees met him at the 

aircraft, helped him stand and with his arms across their 

shoulders, slowly lifted him up the steps of the DC3. Despite the 

laughter and chat during the operation, Kate felt uncomfortable 

watching.  

“He looked about twenty-two or three,” Isabel said. “I 

wonder what happened. Whatever it was, I think he’s in that chair 

permanently. From this distance you could take him for Lawrence 

Olivier with those features and the dark wavy hair.” 

You’re right about that – and if you’re right about the chair, I 

hope he has something good in his life. Think of the day he found 

out he’d never walk again.” 

          

Gordon Cameron waited by the gate at Brundara’s airport, 

unmistakable in moleskins, blue shirt and elastic-sided boots, the 

inevitable Akubra hat in hand. “It’s so good to see our girls again. 

About time you came back to us. Nan and I had started to think 

you’d outgrown Baroonya.” He laughed. “I know – you’re much 

in demand.” Their host’s warmth and interest in people gave the 

impression of a man younger than his fifty-five or so years 

despite his weathered complexion and thinning hair. And in 

common with others who constantly wore broad-brimmed hats, 

his forehead remained pale like a badge of identity. Kate noticed 

his hands were still in the grip of arthritis. Otherwise he seemed 

well.  

She kissed his cheek. “You’ve had an unexpected trip, Uncle 

Gordon.” 

His eyes, a rare bright blue, smiled under untidy eyebrows. 

“You know I’d come twice as far for you two, but today I have an 

extra – here he is now.” The passenger from Cootamundra rolled 

his chair towards them and Gordon put out his hand. “Girls, this 

is Alun Davies, our new book-keeper – a most welcome addition 

to Baroonya, I assure you. Alun, these are my honorary nieces 

Katherine and Isabel McLaren from Sydney.” He winked. “We 
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love having them about the place although we need to watch them 

– you never know what they’ll get up to next.” Their laughter 

eased the introduction. Kate liked the humour and intelligence she 

saw on Alun’s face, signs he would enjoy life on the station.  

During the drive across the plains, she took in the grey-green 

sweep of saltbush and watched the ephemeral mirages hover and 

shimmer in the heat, beckon with a promise of water and finally 

dissolve into nothing. A rim of trees on the horizon marked a 

watercourse, otherwise low vegetation, mostly saltbush, covered 

the land. In summer or even earlier, lightning sometimes started 

fires during dry storms, while storms of a different kind moved 

ominously across the land stealing topsoil on the way. Nothing in 

the landscape would attract throngs of tourists, but she and her 

sister loved it all.  

A few miles out of town, Alun turned towards them. “Ladies, 

I think I should tell you how I landed in that chair before someone 

dreams up their own version.” His smile reflected in the rear view 

mirror. “The family farmed out of Cootamundra, but Dad had a 

bit of heart trouble, so we decided I’d take over. I wanted to try 

something different for three months or so before I settled down 

and a job came up on a cattle property in Queensland. There was 

a lot of scrub on the place – nothing like this country – and as you 

can see, things didn’t turn out as I’d hoped.” 

A steer with an injury and probably in pain, had charged 

Alun’s horse. The youngster panicked, caught its foot in a hole 

and fell heavily, crushing its rider. Although his mates did their 

best for him and the Flying Doctor rushed him to hospital, no 

treatment could repair the damage. He had some feeling in his 

lower body, and as they had seen he could stand briefly, a miracle 

in itself, but walking became an impossibility from the moment 

he crashed to the ground. 

“So of course I couldn’t look a steer in the face again. A bit 

more experience in that country might have made the difference, 

but ‘if only’ doesn’t achieve anything. Anyway, Mum pestered 

everyone from the doctors to our Member of Parliament until they 
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transferred me from the local hospital in Queensland to a 

rehabilitation facility in Sydney. I met people there in the same 

boat and worse. It was a case of make an effort or slowly fade 

away and I couldn’t let the family down. 

We lost Dad not long after I went home, so we sold the farm. 

Mum lives in town with my sister and her family now – they run 

the post office. I stayed with them while I lifted my book-keeping 

skills to a decent level.”  

The talk turned to other things after that, but Kate kept 

thinking about the weeks in hospital and the rehabilitation that 

followed, not to mention the anguish of facing life in a 

wheelchair. In less than an hour her own problems had shrunk to 

a manageable size. 

Up ahead, sheep from a mob on the stock route spilled 

untidily onto the road and Gordon pulled over for a chat with the 

two drovers, regulars, he told his passengers, while the dogs 

pushed the mob back onto ‘the long paddock’. At the junction of 

three roads ten or so miles further on, a century old building had 

pride of place. The Threeways Hotel, square and low, sagged 

gently on one side, but remained a popular meeting place for 

people miles around. It had been the Baroonya men’s ‘local’ for 

many years. 

Fifteen minutes later, Isabel spotted the black and white 

Baroonya sign under the arching branch of a eucalypt, its 

companion ever since the girls could remember. “Here we are 

Alun – Baroonya,” Gordon said as the car rumbled across the 

cattle grid. On their way along the track which divided the home 

paddock, Kate mentally ticked off the buildings on her right – 

silo, windmill, dairy, horse yards, stables and garages. On her left, 

the four spacious cottages the Camerons had built over the 

previous twenty years for the overseer and station hands. At the 

end of the track, arranged in a horseshoe around a stand of 

eucalypts, stood a cluster of buildings constructed of hand-made 

red bricks. Almost as old as the station, they housed an office, a 

store, the book-keeper’s cottage and single men’s quarters. 
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Beyond them lay the homestead, the heart of Baroonya, 

where a row of pepper trees along the timber and wire fence 

partly obscured its simplicity and grace. Time and earth had 

settled the building securely into the landscape and slowly faded 

the iron roof from red to russet. 

Nan Cameron waited at the side gate Mac, Gordon’s old 

kelpie, at her side. “Kate and Isabel my darlings – you’re here at 

last.” She gave each girl a gentle kiss. “And Alun – you are most 

welcome – we’re more than pleased you chose Baroonya. 

Everyone wants to meet you. As soon as we unpack the car, 

Gordon will show you the cottage and get you settled. Take your 

time – we’ll see you later. Do let us know if we’ve missed 

something you need.” 

At a first meeting, Nan’s poise and dignity sometimes hid the 

warmth she showed those who knew her well. Her short grey hair 

waved softly and her skin had few lines, unusual for a country 

woman in her fifties. A hat prevented wrinkles like nothing else, 

she often impressed upon the girls. “Run off to your rooms my 

dears, I’m sure you’d like to freshen up before we have tea and 

bring each other up to date.” She smiled as she spoke, but Kate 

caught the look of concern between husband and wife. 

Kate walked slowly through the house to absorb the 

atmosphere and savour its essence. With the use of convict labour 

over a century before, the original owner had created a refuge 

using thick walls to guard against extremes of weather. Always a 

cool retreat, the wide hallway in the centre of the house glowed 

with the patina of mahogany and rosewood sofas and easy chairs. 

A piano stood against one wall and side tables reflected the 

beauty of roses. Doors to the bedrooms, sitting and dining rooms 

punctuated each side of the hall, with Gordon Cameron’s study 

tucked away at the end. The front entrance, used mainly on 

formal occasions, featured stained glass flowers on both sides of 

the door and the panels above. 

Kate’s room held her favourite piece, a chest of drawers 

many years old, its scent of cedar a joy. She ran a hand lightly 
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over the wood before she stepped out the French doors onto the 

flagged verandah with its view of the garden. Nan would 

appreciate a compliment on the profusion of spectacular roses 

from the purest white to a deep red with a wash of black. Kate 

especially loved the ‘cave’ of wisteria the vine had woven on one 

corner of the verandah. She inhaled the drift of perfume from the 

last of its flowers, aware the tension of the past fortnight had 

faded a little more. 

Over the years the women of Baroonya had created the 

garden, a tribute to their persistence, but it flourished as never 

before when Gordon Cameron installed a system to pump water 

from the creek. Nan could garden as had always wanted and at 

last have a lawn. Several palms lined the path, a pair of jacarandas 

welcomed visitors at the front gate, while a display of shrubs and 

annuals filled half a dozen beds. On the other side of the house, a 

kitchen garden, poultry enclosure and orchard occupied an area at 

least as large as five or six suburban house blocks. 

Kate retraced her steps to wash and tidy herself. She avoided 

the mirror as much as possible, convinced it would emphasise the 

circles under her eyes and give her yet another reminder of weight 

loss and fatigue. She knew her face lacked colour and her hair, a 

dark auburn so like her late paternal grandmother’s, had lost some 

of its shine. After a careful brushing, she let it fall over her 

shoulders, grateful the bruises on her face had almost 

disappeared. She blotted out most of the remaining discolouration 

with face powder and added a touch of lipstick. Baroonya would 

take care of the rest.  

She and Isabel went through the hall and out along the 

covered way to the kitchen with its table of scrubbed pine and 

bentwood chairs. A matching dresser displayed blue and white 

china. Half a dozen copper pans and a variety of everyday utensils 

hung on a rack close to the range. Nan had used sky blue for the 

curtains at the three six-paned windows overlooking the vegetable 

garden, as well as the cushions and the rugs on the flagstones. 

Kate loved the colour as much as the welcoming atmosphere. 
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Nan smiled at the young woman in need of her care. “You’ve 

arrived at just the right time.” She lifted the kettle off the range. 

“I’ll make the tea. Isabel – would you set out the cups and 

saucers, please?” 

Gordon joined them. “Alun admitted he needs a rest – we’ll 

see him at dinner.” He handed around cups of tea. “Anyway, we 

want a word in private with our girls, don’t we Nan.” 

“We do. Dear Kate, I’m sure you don’t want to answer a lot 

of questions, but we’d like to know what we can do to help. Can 

you ride yet? What did Dad say?” 

“It’s all right Auntie Nan, I don’t mind questions. You’ve 

already helped, having us at such short notice. I promised Mum 

and Dad I wouldn’t overdo things, but I’ve improved a lot in the 

last ten days. My clothes cover most of the tender spots – 

Geoffrey made sure of that. Dad left it up to me about riding, but 

he knows I wouldn’t miss it for anything.”  

“That’s the girl. My goodness, a little thing like you wouldn’t 

stand a chance against a man. Uncle and I will not tolerate 

violence. There’s never an excuse. Mum and Dad did the right 

thing, sending you to us.” 

“Mum’s filling in for me at the surgery. She said I can take as 

much time as I need.” 

Nan gently stroked her hand. “Emma wants to make sure you 

don’t go back too soon, my dear.” 

“She’s looked after…” Unwanted tears not far away, Kate 

swallowed hard. “The three of them took turns sleeping on a 

folding bed in my room, no matter how tired they felt. And Isabel 

bought me a pink night light. Auntie Jean and the family have 

helped a lot too, but I’m very glad we came to Baroonya – thank 

you both. I’ll soon be my usual self.” 

“Katie needed somewhere away from everything that 

reminds …,” Isabel said.  

“This is the place to heal – away from the city,” Gordon said. 

“You know we love having our girls here at any time. Dad said 

you went out with this Geoffrey fellow for a few months, Kate.” 
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About five months, Uncle Gordon. I enjoyed his company 

until he started to change. He didn’t want me to go out with other 

friends – anyone – in a group – even girlfriends – without him. I 

broke off with him weeks ago. He seemed to accept it then.”    

“He offered you a lift?” 

“He turned up at evening college. I went with him because it 

had poured nearly all day and he asked Julia as well. He seemed 

friendly enough until we left her place.” 

Gordon hesitated for a moment. “Your Dad said a couple 

with a dog disturbed him. Did they call an ambulance, Kate?” 

“No, I didn’t want that, so they took me to their house on the 

other side of the park. I can’t remember where it was, but Dad 

came and took me home. He looked after me.” 

“Tom said you didn’t call the police. He mentioned an 

agreement.” A frown briefly crossed his face. 

“Before we decided what to do he went to see the Fishers. Of 

course Geoffrey’s parents said their son would never, ever hurt 

anything, let alone another human being. They thought he’d gone 

to a friend’s place, so Dad waited. Eventually Geoffrey turned up 

covered in mud. He said he’d fallen onto a rose bush in the dark. 

True – it was dark. Finally the Fishers told Dad that Geoffrey 

hadn’t been well – it’s a mental condition. He had treatment in 

hospital three years ago, but he hasn’t kept one appointment 

since. They’re positive he doesn’t any need medication now. I 

suppose they don’t want to admit something’s wrong – maybe 

they’re ashamed. He is an adult, but they should look after him. 

He lives at home after all. Dad made them promise to see their 

doctor the next day. And he got them to sign an agreement – if 

Geoffrey contacts me or comes near me again we’ll call the 

police.” 

“It might work.” Gordon sounded doubtful. 

“Dad said a police record could ruin someone’s future. 

Geoffrey’s supposed to be studying mechanical engineering, but 

half the time he misses lectures.” 
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“Tom wants to help – that’s typical. I don’t know if I could 

do the same.” 

“I didn’t understand at first…” 

“And now?” 

“If Geoffrey really wants to get better I’ll try to forgive him. 

Heaven knows, it won’t be easy.”  

Nan touched Kate’s cheek. “Try not to think about it on 

Baroonya. If you get involved in things here, you’ll start to enjoy 

life again.” 

“Of course I will, Auntie Nan. I’ll get better, but Alun’s in 

that chair for the rest of his life. He must have thought there was 

nothing to live for after the accident. Five minutes with him now 

tells you he doesn’t feel that way any more – if he does it doesn’t 

show.” 

“He’s independent, too,” Gordon said. “You’ll remember Joe 

Williamson, our senior station hand. Well Joe’s only too happy to 

give him some help – his own brother was in a chair for years – 

but we don’t want to crowd our new bookkeeper on his first day. 

Of course the Rob and the boys will make him welcome and do 

what they can.”     

“You probably know Rob Sumner is still sub-overseer and 

we still have the two jackeroos. Our friend Simon Bartlett goes 

home next year. Phillip Charlton hasn’t moved on yet and I think 

he could still have a crush on you, young Isabel. It you’re not 

keen, don’t encourage him, he needs to concentrate more on his 

work.” He gave her a wink. 

“I won’t, Uncle Gordon.” She blushed and quickly changed 

the subject. “Could we please ride Gypsy and Dancer again this 

year?” 

“More than likely – in fact I saw them about somewhere 

recently – but where?” He looked around the kitchen as if 

searching for inspiration.” Oh yes – in the stables early this 

morning – someone had groomed them almost to show standard. 

They revelled in the attention, I’m sure.” 

“Someone groomed them for us?” Kate said. 
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He looked into his cup. “It seems so, although his name 

escapes me for the moment. They’ve had a spell for a couple of 

weeks, so they’re ready for anything.” 

“Not too ready I hope, Gordon.” 

“Not for our girls, not if they take it slowly like I’ve taught 

them, but take care with Dancer, Kate.” 

“I’ll help her,” Isabel said. 

The grey gelding’s name perfectly described his seeming 

inability to keep still. Kate hoped he would treat her gently for a 

few days. Isabel rode Gypsy, a chestnut mare with a sweet nature 

who often wandered off on her own, a habit the men did not 

appreciate in the early mornings. 

Gordon put down his cup. “Girls, the saddest thing happened 

on Baroonya recently. Mum and Dad asked us to break the news. 

It’s about Anna and Colin Waters.” 

Kate held her breath. She and the family knew and liked the 

couple, Baroonya’s overseer and his wife. Both in their thirties, 

Colin and Anna had married seven years earlier and their first 

child Rebecca had arrived the previous July after four weeks of 

bed rest, the last two in hospital. “About three weeks ago,” Nan 

said with a tremor in her voice,” little Rebecca died during the 

night.” The girls sat disbelieving. “Anna and Colin did everything 

they could, but she didn’t respond. We all felt so helpless – oh, 

the unendurable grief.” She lifted her hands as if to ward off the 

horror. “The doctor stayed with them for hours. He insisted it 

wasn’t their fault – that no one knows why a baby would die so 

suddenly, but of course they blame themselves – it’s human 

nature.” She briefly covered her eyes. “Life is cruel sometimes, 

girls. They waited so long for their Rebecca.” 

Kate knew the shock on Isabel’s face mirrored her own. She 

put an arm around her sister’s shoulders. “Oh Auntie Nan, 

imagine what they’re going through – what a terrible thing. Do 

you think they’ll want to see us?” 

“I’m sure they will, dear. Understandably they said they’d 

rather not stay in the cottage, so Uncle said they could move to 
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the outstation. No one’s lived at Nalara for a year or two as you 

know, but that’s what they wanted.” 

“We’ve cleaned it up,” Gordon said, “even so, they’ll have 

some work ahead to make it comfortable again. “Colin can 

operate from there just as well, especially since we extended the 

phone line. I had vague plans to base someone out there soonish, 

but we worry because Anna’s on her own for most of the day. Of 

course we miss them about the place.” 

“Very much,” Nan said. She paused. “After the funeral they 

went to stay with his people in Melbourne and then friends in 

Sydney. But girls, they came back with a friend’s baby. It seems 

the mother’s seriously ill and can’t care for the child – such a 

shame. We can only assume there’s no one else. We don’t have 

any details, but you can see the difficulty – the baby will go home 

sooner or later. I’m not at all sure about the wisdom of taking her 

on, but if Anna and Colin think they can cope, of course we won’t 

interfere.” 

“I’ll be taking Alun out to Nalara in a day or two,” Gordon 

said. “You two can come along.” 

Isabel blew her nose. “Where – where is Rebecca buried?”  

“She’s in Baroonya’s little cemetery, my dear. Our minister 

from town conducted the service. He took us through it with 

dignity and sincerity, didn’t he Gordon. Anna hoped a rabbi could 

come since she’s Jewish, but it wasn’t possible in the time 

traditionally allowed for burial. Reverend Denford spoke to 

Anna’s rabbi in Melbourne and together they found the right way 

to say farewell. Rebecca was beautiful, girls. Take any flowers 

you want if you visit her grave – and see if you can find a couple 

of smooth stones to leave in her memory. You’ll see others there 

– it’s another tradition, Colin said. I think it’s a beautiful one.” 

“We’ll do that – thanks Auntie Nan.”  

Kate smiled her thanks, but she couldn’t help picturing the 

moment when Anna and Colin discovered their lifeless daughter. 

Nan shooed the girls out of the kitchen. No jobs on the first 

day, she said. Their bags unpacked, they sat on the verandah step 
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enjoying the last sunshine of the day. Somewhere in the home 

paddock a dog barked, a vehicle door slammed near the garages 

and from one of the cottages the sound of a woman’s laughter 

carried though the stillness. After a while they crunched over the 

raked gravel path to lean on the fence between the pepper trees. 

Cows trailed in for milking and a couple of horses released from 

the day’s work made their way outwards, disturbing a flock of 

blue and yellow rosellas which briefly left their grass seeds in 

protest. 

Off in the distance lay over a hundred and fifty thousand 

acres divided into paddocks which carried probably seventy-five 

thousand Merino sheep, the basis of Baroonya’s reputation for 

extra fine wool, among the best in the country. Every year 

Gordon Cameron and his men aimed at improving the clip to 

ensure buyers would compete even more fiercely for every bale of 

wool which carried Baroonya’s name. 

“I suppose we should get organised for this evening,” Isabel 

said eventually.  

“Have the first bath if you like while I iron the dresses,” Kate 

said. If she kept busy, it might keep her nerves at bay. “Imagine 

the expression on Auntie Nan’s face if we wore them straight out 

of the suitcase.” They laughed at the thought. 

The dinner gong sounded. In the dining room, the girls joined 

Nan at one of the two mahogany sideboards where several 

covered dishes stood ready. The focus of the room, a matching 

table, seated twelve. Some years earlier, Gordon had decided 

people should enjoy the beauty of the wood and personally 

selected pale green linen mats and cork protectors. A Royal 

Doulton dinner service and silver cutlery were in service every 

day and Nan always made sure flowers took pride of place in the 

centre of the table. 

“How lovely you look, girls. Congratulations – I happen to 

know you made those dresses. That shade of blue-green is perfect 

for you, Kate. It brings out the green in your eyes – it sets off the 
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turquoise in your grandmother’s pendant, too. Isabel dear – deep 

rose pink is your colour. It suits your skin tone.” 

Kate heard voices in the hall and the closer they came, the 

weaker her legs. Rob arrived with Simon and Phillip, their hair 

still damp from the shower. Time for a quick hello before Gordon 

ushered in Alun Davies. 




